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Abstract Irrigation delivers about 2,600 km3 of water to
the land surface each year, or about 2% of annual
precipitation over land. We investigated how this redis-
tribution of water affects the global climate, focusing
on its effects on near-surface temperatures. Using the
Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) coupled to the
Community Land Model (CLM), we compared global
simulations with and without irrigation. To approximate
actual irrigation amounts and locations as closely as
possible, we used national-level census data of agricul-
tural water withdrawals, disaggregated with maps of
croplands, areas equipped for irrigation, and climatic
water deficits. We further investigated the sensitivity of
our results to the timing and spatial extent of irrigation.
We found that irrigation alters climate significantly in
some regions, but has a negligible effect on global-aver-
age near-surface temperatures. Irrigation cooled the
northern mid-latitudes; the central and southeast United
States, portions of southeast China and portions of
southern and southeast Asia cooled by *0.5 K averaged
over the year. Much of northern Canada, on the other
hand, warmed by *1 K. The cooling effect of irrigation
seemed to be dominated by indirect effects like an
increase in cloud cover, rather than by direct evaporative
cooling. The regional effects of irrigation were as large as
those seen in previous studies of land cover change,
showing that changes in land management can be as
important as changes in land cover in terms of their cli-
matic effects. Our results were sensitive to the area of
irrigation, but were insensitive to the details of irrigation
timing and delivery.
Keywords Irrigation  GCM  Agriculture 
Land management
1 Introduction
Humans are modifying the earth’s climate not only by
changing the composition of the atmosphere, but also by
changing the land surface. Both the conversion of forests
to croplands and the conversion of vegetated landscapes
to cities can have large effects on the regional climate.
These effects manifest themselves through changes in the
partitioning of net radiation into sensible (H) and latent
heat (LE) fluxes, changes in albedo, and changes in the
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surface roughness length (Foley et al. 2003). On the
global average, the biophysical effects of historical
deforestation on temperature seem to have been no larger
than 0.1–0.2 K, suggesting that they are relatively unim-
portant. But this ignores important regional climate
changes: the conversion of forests to croplands may have
cooled some northern midlatitude regions by *1 K or
more, according to several global modeling studies
(Brovkin et al. 1999; Govindasamy et al. 2001; Zhao
et al. 2001; Bounoua et al. 2002; Matthews et al. 2004;
Betts et al. 2007).
In addition to these changes in land cover, humans can
also affect the climate through changes in land manage-
ment. Two farms growing the same crop may have
different effects on the local climate because of differences
in management practices. For example, no-till agriculture,
in which crop residues are left on the field, increases albedo
and suppresses soil evaporation (Lobell et al. 2006, here-
after L06; Kucharik and Twine 2007). Double-cropping
also affects the climate, by increasing the length of time in
which the surface is covered by photosynthesizing and
transpiring vegetation. Both of these practices affect sur-
face temperatures directly, as well as modifying the carbon
and water cycles (Schlesinger 1999).
Irrigation is perhaps the management practice that can
have the largest effect on climate. The addition of water
to the land surface tends to increase LE and decrease H.
This increase in evapotranspiration leads to a cooling of
the land surface. Under certain conditions, the resulting
increase in atmospheric water vapor may also enhance
cloud cover and downstream precipitation. Irrigation can
also modify regional circulation patterns, by creating
temperature contrasts between cool, moist irrigated areas
and nearby hotter, drier non-irrigated areas (e.g., Kuep-
pers et al. 2007).
As of the year 2000, global agriculture used about
2600 km3 of water each year (Shiklomanov 2000), equi-
valent to 17 mm of water spread evenly over the land
surface. This is a 75% increase from 1960 levels, and a
400% increase from 1900 levels of irrigation (Shiklomanov
2000). Although only 18% of the world’s croplands—or
about 2% of the total land surface—are irrigated, these
irrigated croplands produce 40% of the world’s food
(Siebert et al. 2005). On average, these irrigated areas
experience an addition of 800 mm of water each year,
although this value varies considerably from region to
region and from crop to crop.
The irrigation cooling effect is large enough to be seen
in long-term temperature records near irrigated areas. For
example, Bonfils and Lobell (2007) compared temperature
trends in irrigated areas in California’s Central Valley
with those in nearby non-irrigated areas. They found that
irrigation there has decreased summertime maximum
temperatures in heavily-irrigated areas by *2–3 K. Simi-
larly, Mahmood et al. (2006) found an irrigation-induced
cooling of *1 K in maximum growing season tempera-
tures in irrigated areas in Nebraska.
Modeling studies have also shown significant climatic
effects of irrigation, although they have disagreed about
the magnitude and spatial pattern of these effects. Most of
these modeling studies have been regional rather than
global (e.g., Chase et al. 1999; Adegoke et al. 2003;
Haddeland et al. 2006; Kueppers et al. 2007). For
example, Kueppers et al. (2007) investigated the irrigation
cooling effect over California. They found that the con-
version of natural vegetation to irrigated crops has cooled
irrigated areas by *3.7 K in August and *1.6 K year-
round. Averaged over all of California, they found that
irrigation (along with other land cover changes) has
decreased August temperatures by *0.4 K. Haddeland
et al. (2006) found qualitatively similar, but smaller
temperature decreases over the Colorado and Mekong
river basins due to irrigation. Differences in the magni-
tude of the irrigation cooling effect between these studies
can be partly explained by differences in how irrigation
was modeled. Haddelend et al. (2006) only irrigated in
their model when transpiration became limited by soil
moisture, and only irrigated over a fraction of each grid
cell. The amount of water they added through irrigation
matched observations. Kueppers et al. (2007), in contrast,
performed their irrigation by holding root zone soil
moisture fixed at field capacity year-round in irrigated
grid cells. They did not report how much water they
added through irrigation, an omission common to many
irrigation modeling studies.
Two recent global modeling studies also showed that
irrigation cools the near-surface climate, but disagreed
about the magnitude of this cooling (Boucher et al. 2004,
hereafter B04; L06). As in the aforementioned regional
modeling studies, differences between the irrigation
algorithms of B04 and L06 can explain much of the
discrepancy between these studies. L06 modeled irrigation
by holding soil moisture in all croplands fixed at satura-
tion during the growing season. They acknowledged that
this is an ‘‘extreme’’ scenario, but did not estimate how
extreme it is. They used the community atmosphere
model (CAM) coupled to the community land model
(CLM), a sophisticated land surface scheme (Oleson et al.
2004). Irrigation, as they modeled it, caused a global land
surface cooling of 1.3 K, and regional cooling of up to
8 K. B04, in contrast, constrained their irrigation to match
quantities and locations given by observations. They did
this by directly prescribing the evapotranspiration flux
from irrigation (but they allowed the natural latent heat
flux to adjust dynamically, so the net additional latent
heat flux in their irrigation experiment was less than the
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prescribed irrigation flux). Using the Laboratoire de
Me´te´orologie Dynamique General Circulation Model
(LMDZ), which has a simple bucket model land surface
scheme, they found that irrigation causes a global cooling
of 0.05 K and regional cooling of up to 0.8 K. These
climatic changes are still appreciable, but they are much
smaller than those shown by L06.
In this study, as in B04 and L06, we estimate the
effects of global irrigation on today’s climate. However,
unlike the previous studies, we strive to apply a realistic
amount of irrigation water and explicitly calculate the
effects on the surface water and energy balance. To do
this, we use a global irrigation map based on census data
from the Food and Agricultural Organization of the
United Nations (FAO) (Helkowski 2004; Foley et al.
2005). In contrast to B04, we add the irrigation water
directly to the land surface and allow the land model to
determine the fraction evaporated or transpired. Thus, we
combine the most realistic aspects of L06 and B04—we
use a sophisticated land surface model that calculates the
partitioning between evapotranspiration and runoff, as in
L06, and an observation-based data set of the locations
and amounts of irrigation, as in B04. In addition to
examining the effects of irrigation in a coupled land-
atmosphere model, we also examine the sensitivity of
these effects to the method of irrigation—specifically
related to the timing of irrigation water delivery, an
aspect of land-atmosphere interactions that has not been
considered before. Finally, we put our results in context
by comparing them with the results of other irrigation and
land cover change studies.
2 Methods
2.1 Irrigation data set
We created a global gridded data set of average annual
irrigation water withdrawals by combining national-level
census data of agricultural water use with maps of crop-
lands, areas equipped for irrigation, and climatic water
deficit (Helkowski 2004; also reported in Foley et al. 2005).
Census data were primarily taken from the FAO’s AQU-
ASTAT database (FAO 2004), but were augmented by
additional sources for countries absent from that database
(Gleick 1998; Kuo 2001). We supplemented these national
data with state-level data for the United States (USGS 2004)
and province-level data for China (China State Statistical
Bureau 2004). Data for the year 2000 were used where
possible. These data sets specify water withdrawals, which
are often greater than the amount of water that gets applied
to crops, due to losses in transport and application. This
overestimates the amount of water seen by the crops. Total
water withdrawals, however, are the important quantity
from an energy balance perspective—water evaporated
during transport cools the surface just like water applied to
fields. Residential ‘‘irrigation’’—the watering of lawns and
gardens—is not included in these data sets.
We disaggregated the census data to a 0.5 9 0.5 grid
using three weighting maps (Fig. 1):
1. Fractional cropland area (Leff et al. 2004): This factor
accounted for both the total cultivated fraction of each
grid cell and the crop type. Rice, sugar cane and cotton
Fig. 1 Weighting maps used to
disaggregate the irrigation data:
a fractional cropland area (rice,
sugar cane and cotton are given
double weighting), b fractional
area equipped for irrigation, c
ratio of actual
evapotranspiration to potential
evapotranspiration, averaged
over the growing season. The
total relative weight for each
grid cell is (a) 9 (b) 9 (1-(c))
W. J. Sacks et al.: Effects of global irrigation 161
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were given double the weighting of all other crops,
since these three crops require more water (the total
‘‘fractional area’’ could, therefore, be greater than one).
2. Fractional area equipped for irrigation (Siebert et al.
2001).
3. Annual climatic water deficit: this weight was defined
as one minus the ratio of actual evapotranspiration to
potential evapotranspiration, which we computed
using a simple water balance model (Helkowski
2004). We used climatological averages over the
growing season (defined as months with a mean
temperature greater than 5C).
These three weights were multiplied together to deter-
mine a total relative weight for each grid cell. We
distributed the census-derived values among the grid cells
in each political unit according to these weights. This
allowed the spatial distribution of water withdrawals to be
non-uniform within a political unit, but conserved the total
amounts given in the census data.
Finally, we regridded this 0.5 9 0.5 map to T42 reso-
lution (approximately 2.8 9 2.8), the resolution we used
for our climate model simulations.
2.2 Land and atmosphere models
We used version 3.5 of the Community Land Model
(CLM3.5, hereafter simply referred to as CLM) (Oleson
et al. 2004; Dickinson et al. 2006; Oleson et al. 2008). The
processes modeled by CLM include: solar and longwave
radiation interactions with the plant canopy and soil;
momentum, sensible and latent heat fluxes; heat transfer in
soil and snow; canopy, snow and soil hydrology; and sto-
matal physiology and photosynthesis (Oleson et al. 2004;
2008). The water balance of each grid cell is given by:
DWcan þ DWsno þ
X10
i¼ 1
Dwliq; i þ Dwice; i
 
¼ qrain þ qsno  Et  Ei  Eg  qover  qdrai  qrgwl
 
Dt
ð1Þ
where Wcan is canopy water, Wsno is snow water, wliq, i is
liquid water in soil layer i, and wice, i is soil ice in layer i
(all in mm); qrain is liquid precipitation, qsno is solid
precipitation, Et is vegetation transpiration, Ei is evapo-
ration of water intercepted by vegetation, Eg is ground
evaporation, qover is surface runoff, qdrai is sub-surface
drainage, qrgwl is runoff from glaciers, wetlands and lakes
(all in mm s-1), and Dt is the time step (s). There are ten
soil layers, with a total depth of 3.4 m (Oleson et al.
2004).
Version 3.5 of CLM contains a number of improvements
over CLM3. These improvements, summarized by Oleson
et al. (2008), mainly serve to make the modeled hydrology
better match observations. For example, a soil resistance
term was added for the soil latent heat flux, and a scaling
factor was added for canopy interception, improving the
partitioning of evapotranspiration.
Each grid cell in CLM can contain multiple plant
functional types (PFTs). We specified the PFT coverage in
each grid cell using the data set of Lawrence and Chase
(2007). Natural vegetation cover in this data set is based on
the MODIS Vegetation Continuous Fields data set (Hansen
et al. 2003), and crop cover is based on the historical crop
maps of Ramankutty and Foley (1999). We also prescribed
the time course of leaf area index (LAI) for each PFT in
each grid cell using Lawrence and Chase’s (2007) data.
These data were derived from the MODIS monthly LAI
data set of Myneni et al. (2002). The monthly LAI values,
which represent climatological averages for 2001–2003,
were linearly interpolated to give daily LAI.
In its standard configuration, CLM allows up to four
PFTs to occupy a single grid cell. One of these PFTs may
be a generic ‘‘crop’’; the rest are either one of 14 natural
vegetation types or bare ground. These four PFTs share a
single soil column, so all have the same level of water
availability. With the introduction of irrigation, this shared
soil column leads to the unrealistic result that even natural
vegetation is irrigated. For our simulations, we therefore
divided the soil in each grid cell into two separate columns:
one for crops (if present) and one for four natural PFTs. We
made this modification for both the control runs and the
irrigated runs.
For our coupled simulations, we interactively coupled
CLM to version 3 of the Community Atmosphere Model
(CAM) (Collins et al. 2004, 2006; Hurrell et al. 2006). We
ran the model using the spectral Eulerian dynamical core at
T42 resolution, with 26 levels in the vertical and a 20-
minute time step. We used climatological sea surface
temperatures rather than an ocean model to decrease
interannual variability, thus increasing the signal-to-noise
ratio of irrigation’s effects on climate. The initial condi-
tions for the model were taken from a 150-year spin-up to
ensure a near-equilibrium initial state.
2.3 Irrigation modeling
We used the irrigation data set, described above, to pre-
scribe the locations and annual amounts of irrigation in the
model. However, this data set does not prescribe the timing
of irrigation. We assumed that irrigation occurs around the
peak of the growing season. Specifically, in each grid cell,
we irrigated whenever crop LAI was at least 80% of the
maximum annual LAI in that grid cell. In grid cells where
crops were present but were not one of the four dominant
PFTs, we instead determined the irrigation period using
one of the dominant PFTs, with a preference for grass
162 W. J. Sacks et al.: Effects of global irrigation
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PFTs. Although this use of non-crop LAIs was only nec-
essary for the O-IRRIG1Soil run (described below), we
applied this rule in all simulations for consistency. Because
LAIs did not vary interannually, the timing of irrigation
was the same in every year.
Then, whenever LAI exceeded the 80% threshold, we
irrigated at the following rate:
Ii ¼ Iann; i
86; 400  IND; i 
1
Acrop; i
ð2Þ
where Ii is the irrigation rate over the crop soil column in
grid cell i (mm s-1), Iann, i is the annual irrigation in grid
cell i from the input irrigation data set (mm year-1, aver-
aged over the entire grid cell), IND, i is the number of days
of irrigation per year in grid cell i, and Acrop, i is the
fractional area of the crop column in grid cell i. Thus, for a
given grid cell, the irrigation rate did not vary within the
irrigation season or between years. Irrigation only occurred
over the crop soil column. This means that we did not
irrigate at all in grid cells where the CLM land surface data
had no crops, even if our irrigation data set called for
irrigation there. Such grid cells accounted for 7% of global
irrigation volume.
We applied the irrigation by adding Ii to the rain rate.
However, the irrigation flux bypassed canopy interception,
simulating an irrigation method similar to flood irrigation,
the most common type of irrigation (Postel 1999). We
spread the irrigation evenly throughout the day, with a little
occurring in each time step.
2.4 Simulations
We performed two 30-year coupled simulations: one with
irrigation (C-IRRIG) and a control run without irrigation
(C-NOIRRIG) (Table 1). Although we initialized the
model in a spun-up state, this spin-up was done without
irrigation and with the default CLM configuration of all
PFTs in a grid cell sharing a single soil column. Thus, for
both simulations, we discarded the first nine years as
additional spin-up, and performed comparisons using the
last 21 years.
In addition to these coupled runs, we also performed a
series of offline experiments with CLM to test the sensi-
tivity of our results to the timing and spatial extent of
irrigation (Table 1). We tested sensitivity to irrigation area
through the run O-IRRIG1Soil. In this run, the cropland and
natural vegetation all shared a single soil column, so if
irrigation occurred anywhere in a grid cell, it was spread
evenly over all the vegetation. This increased the area of
irrigation, but the irrigation volume in each grid cell
remained the same as in the coupled runs. There was a
slight difference, however, in the total global irrigation
volume. Grid cells where our irrigation data set called for
irrigation but where CLM’s input data had no crops were
not irrigated in the simulations with a separate crop soil
column, because in those runs we only irrigated over crops.
These grid cells were irrigated in O-IRRIG1Soil, though,
since this simplified the modeling.
Because these grid cells only accounted for 7% of global
irrigation volume, this discrepancy should not have a large
effect on our conclusions.
We tested sensitivity to the timing of irrigation through
two additional runs: O-IRRIGMidnight and O-IRRIGNoon. In
both runs the irrigation water was applied in a more con-
centrated pulse, for one hour each day. Again, total
irrigation volume remained the same. In the first scenario,
irrigation started at midnight local time; in the second,
irrigation started at noon.
We ran each offline simulation for ten years, starting
from a spun-up state. We discarded the first three years as
additional spin-up, and computed differences averaged
over the last seven years. We used the forcing data of Qian
et al. (2006), for the years 1995–2004. These data merge
monthly observations from a number of sources with
intramonthly anomalies from the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis. The resulting data
have a 3-hour temporal resolution. The spatial resolution of
Table 1 Model runs performed
for this study. Runs are either
coupled to CAM3 (‘‘C’’) or
driven by observations (‘‘O’’),
control (‘‘NOIRRIG’’) or
irrigated (‘‘IRRIG’’)
Thus, O-IRRIG is the offline
analog of C-IRRIG. Subscripts
denote a single shared soil
column for all vegetation in a
grid cell (‘‘1Soil’’), or pulse
irrigation (‘‘Midnight’’ or
‘‘Noon’’)
Name Coupled
to CAM?
Irrigation? Separate crop
soil column?
Time of
irrigation
Associated
control run
C-NOIRRIG 4 4 – –
C-IRRIG 4 4 4 24 h C-NOIRRIG
O-NOIRRIG 4 – –
O-NOIRRIG1Soil – –
O-IRRIG 4 4 24 h O-NOIRRIG
O-IRRIG1Soil 4 24 h O-NOIRRIG1Soil
O-IRRIGMidnight 4 4 Midnight-1 AM O-NOIRRIG
O-IRRIGNoon 4 4 Noon-1 PM O-NOIRRIG
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the offline runs was the same as that of the coupled runs
(roughly 2.8 9 2.8), but the time step was 30 minutes (in
contrast to the 20-minute time step of the coupled runs).
3 Results
3.1 Coupled irrigation simulation
Irrigation distributes about 2,560 km3 of water to the
world’s agricultural lands each year (Table 2) (this value,
derived from our data set, is similar to that given by
Shiklomanov (2000)). This irrigation is equivalent to
17 mm of water spread evenly over the land surface, or
2.1% of the precipitation over land in the control run of
CLM. Of course, this irrigation input is not spread evenly
over space or time. Over half of the world’s irrigation
occurs in India and Southeast Asia (Fig. 2). Most of the
remaining irrigation occurs in a band between about 30–
45N. In our model, the northern mid-latitude irrigation
occurred primarily in the boreal summer (June, July and
August: JJA), coinciding with the peak of the growing
season. Irrigation in India and much of Southeast Asia, in
contrast, occurred in autumn (September, October and
November: SON) (Fig. 2). Less irrigation occurred in
boreal spring (March, April and May: MAM) than in
summer and autumn, and even less in boreal winter
(December, January and February: DJF).
Globally, irrigation in CLM led to an increase in annual
LE of 0.656 W m-2 (Table 2; this and all other averages
refer only to land areas). This additional evapotranspira-
tion, equivalent to 8.3 mm year-1 averaged over global
land, accounted for 38% of the extra water added to the
surface (most of this extra water was from irrigation,
although there was also an increase in precipitation, as
discussed below). The rest of the added water was lost
through runoff or sub-surface drainage. The largest
increases in LE occurred in northern mid-latitude regions
in JJA, the months of greatest irrigation (Fig. 3). On
average, the increase in LE was ten times greater over
irrigated areas than over non-irrigated areas (Table 3).
However, there was a large increase in LE in the central
United States in JJA (Fig. 3), despite irrigation rates that
were lower than in many other regions. This increase in LE
can be explained by a regional precipitation increase of
nearly 1 mm day-1 in JJA in the irrigation run.
Most of the heavily irrigated regions of India, eastern
China and Southeast Asia had small increases in LE rela-
tive to the irrigation there (Fig. 3; Table 4). The model
predicted that a large fraction of irrigation water in those
regions was lost to sub-surface drainage. This was partly
due to the already-wet climate in those regions. And in
reality, half of the irrigation in this region occurs over rice,
which experiences a higher drainage fraction than other
crops (Guerra et al. 1998). But the drainage fraction in our
model was still unrealistically high, and this result probably
partly reflects errors in our modeled seasonality of irriga-
tion. For example, we likely underestimated the fraction of
irrigation in India that occurs in the dry season (DJF), since
our irrigation seasonality was based on the period of
maximum vegetation greenness. Thus, we probably
underestimated the effects of irrigation in those heavily
irrigated regions.
Near-surface humidity and precipitation both increased
over land, probably caused at least in part by the increased
evapotranspiration. Specific humidity over land was
0.767% higher in the irrigation run than in the control run,
with larger increases in JJA and SON (Table 2). Precipi-
tation increased by 4.3 mm year-1 over land, 25% of the
irrigation rate. The precipitation increase, like the increases
in latent heat flux and specific humidity, peaked in JJA
(Table 2). The precipitation increase was much greater
over irrigated grid cells than over non-irrigated grid cells
(Table 3). But this does not necessarily indicate that the
precipitation feedbacks were confined within individual
grid cells. Rather, this pattern could simply reflect the fact
that most irrigation occurs in the same broad latitudinal
band, so precipitation downwind of one irrigated grid cell
tends to fall in another irrigated grid cell. This precipitation
increase partly explains why global LE increased by nearly
twice as much in the coupled run as in the similar offline
run (Table 2; compare with O-IRRIG in Table 5).
The global-average near-surface temperature change
was near zero (Table 2). Although air temperatures
decreased by an average of 0.061 K over irrigated areas,
they increased by 0.079 K over non-irrigated areas
(Table 3). It is possible that the global-average temperature
change was dampened somewhat by our use of fixed sea
surface temperatures, but a separate set of experiments (not
shown) indicated that this dampening effect was probably
small. Regionally, there were some significant near-surface
temperature changes due to irrigation (Fig. 4; Table 4).
Parts of the northern mid-latitudes, including the central
and southeast United States, portions of southeast China
and portions of southern and southeast Asia, cooled by
about 0.5 K averaged over the year. Much of northern
Canada, on the other hand, warmed by about 1 K. Tem-
perature decreases were most extensive in JJA, when large
areas of the northern mid-latitudes cooled by 1 K or more
(Figs. 4, 5). These areas of significant cooling coincided
with areas of large increases in LE (Fig. 3).
While the increase in LE caused some of the surface
cooling seen over irrigated areas, other factors strengthened
this cooling. For example, the cooling over the United States
and southeast China in JJA was due in part to a decrease in
downwelling radiation at the surface (Figs. 4d, 6). This
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decrease in surface radiation, in turn, was mostly caused by
increasing cloud cover, which led to an increased fraction of
reflected solar radiation. In fact, even for irrigated areas,
changes in surface temperatures were more highly correlated
with changes in downwelling radiation (linear regression:
R2 = 0.49) than with changes in LE (R2 = 0.40). Further-
more, patterns of JJA temperature change over non-irrigated
lands were similar to those over heavily irrigated lands. For
example, in the northern mid-latitudes, even non-irrigated
lands cooled substantially, although this cooling was lower
than that over heavily-irrigated areas (Fig. 5). This suggests
that, on the scale of a climate model grid cell, much of the
cooling effect of irrigation is due to non-local processes such
as changes in cloud cover, rather than local evaporative
cooling. Indeed, evaporative cooling in one region should be
offset by warming from the release of latent heat in other
parts of the atmosphere. This offsetting does not necessarily
imply zero net temperature change at the surface (the heat
may be released higher in the atmosphere, modifying the
lapse rate). It does, however, further suggest that indirect
effects such as changing cloud cover may be more important
for global-average temperature than the direct evaporative
cooling from irrigation.
Irrigation exerted a greater cooling effect during the day
than at night, and therefore led to a decrease in the diurnal
temperature range (Tables 2–4). The average change in
daily minimum temperatures over irrigated grid cells was
near zero (Table 3). This result is not just an artifact of
averaging over space and time: Even over individual grid
cells and a single season, irrigation generally had a greater
effect on daily maximum temperatures than on daily
minimum temperatures. This supports other results sug-
gesting that irrigation mostly affects daytime climate, since
its two main cooling effects—evaporative cooling and an
increase in cloud-reflected solar radiation—primarily hap-
pen during the day (Dai et al. 1999; Duffy et al. 2006).
Offsetting the cooling over irrigated areas, there were
areas of significant warming over Canada and northern
Alaska in DJF and MAM. It seems that this warming was
largely caused by a deepening of the Aleutian Low, a
low-pressure system centered off the coast of Alaska in
boreal winter. The strengthened low-pressure system
Fig. 2 a Annual irrigation
amounts used to force our
model (mm year-1). This map
disaggregates national-level
census data (sub-national for the
United States and China) using
the weighting maps shown in
Fig. 1. b–e Seasonal distribution
of irrigation in our model, based
on when crop LAI exceeded
80% of its annual maximum for
a grid cell: b DJF, c MAM,
d JJA, e SON
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caused the import of more warm, moist air from the Gulf
of Alaska onto land. In addition to directly resulting in
more heat transport onto land, these shifting dynamics
were also associated with a change in the nature of the
cloud cover in this region. In DJF, the area of greatest
warming coincided with a decrease in low clouds, but an
increase in medium and high clouds (low clouds tend to
cool the surface, whereas high clouds tend to heat the
surface). In MAM, there was a general decrease in cloud-
cover over the area of greatest warming. Both sets of
conditions led to an increase in cloud radiative forcing
over the region. The warming in this region was further
reinforced by a decrease in snow cover and a consequent
decrease in albedo.
As expected, irrigation had a greater effect on tempera-
ture in dry regions than in wet regions. For a given level of
irrigation, the cooling over grid cells with precipitation
lower than the median was much greater than the cooling
over grid cells with precipitation higher than the median
(Fig. 7).
Albedo only decreased slightly due to irrigation, -0.001
on the annual average, averaged over irrigated grid cells.
Wetter soils are darker, but because we only irrigated when
LAI was high, the overlying vegetation mostly obscured
the changes in soil albedo. In reality, increases in LAI due
to irrigation can have a significant effect on the albedo of
irrigated areas. However, we prescribed the same time
course of LAI in the irrigated and control simulations, so
did not allow for this effect.
3.2 Offline sensitivity analyses
CLM’s default configuration uses a single soil column for
all vegetation types in a grid cell. In this study, in contrast,
we used a separate soil column for crops in each grid cell.
We tested the importance of this splitting of the soil
column using two offline runs, O-IRRIG (the offline analog
of the coupled simulation) and O-IRRIG1Soil (Table 1). The
irrigated area was nearly seven times larger in O-IR-
RIG1Soil than in O-IRRIG. This sevenfold increase in
Fig. 3 a Annually-averaged
differences in the surface latent
heat flux over land between the
irrigated and non-irrigated
coupled model runs (W m-2).
Positive values indicate a
greater latent heat flux with
irrigation. All differences shown
here are significant at a 95%
confidence level, using 21-year
averages. b–e As in a, but for
seasonal averages: b DJF,
c MAM, d JJA, e SON
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irrigated area led to a 67% increase in global-average DLE
and a 59% increase in the magnitude of DTG (where DLE
is the difference in the latent heat flux and DTG is the
difference in ground temperature between the irrigation
and control run) (Table 5). Thus, splitting the soil column
was indeed important for achieving more realistic results.
Table 3 Annually-averaged differences between coupled irrigation and control runs, split into irrigated versus non-irrigated grid cells, averaged
over all land
Irrigated Grid Cells Non-irrigated Grid Cells
Irrigation Amount (km3) 2560 [0.103] 0
Latent Heat Flux (W m-2) 1.277 [0.044]
(1.928%)***
0.128 [0.004]
(0.339%)
Ground Evaporation (W m-2) 1.095 [0.038]
(4.215%)***
0.099 [0.003]
(0.697%)
Canopy Evaporation (W m-2) 0.031 [0.001]
(0.345%)
-0.019 [- 0.001]
(-0.336%)
Canopy Transpiration (W m-2) 0.152 [0.005]
(0.704%)***
0.048 [0.002]
(0.393%)*
Downwelling Radiation (W m-2) -0.441 (-0.083%)* 0.417 (0.091%)
Sensible Heat Flux (W m-2) -0.744 (-2.251%)*** -0.002 (-0.009%)
2-m Air Temperature (K) -0.061 0.079
2-m Air Temperature, Daily Max (K) -0.102* 0.061
2-m Air Temperature, Daily Min (K) -0.014 0.094
2-m Specific Humidity (g kg-1) 0.091 (0.943%)*** 0.040 (0.605%)*
Precipitation Rate (mm day-1) 0.023 (0.860%)** 0.002 (0.096%)
Cloud Fraction 0.002 (0.485%)** -0.001 (-0.186%)
Volumetric Soil Moisture (mm3 mm-3) 0.004 (1.516%)*** 0.0003 (0.080%)
Bracketed numbers for irrigation, latent heat flux and its components give equivalent values in mm day-1, averaged over either irrigated or non-
irrigated grid cells. Numbers in parentheses give percent changes relative to the control run
Significance values for t-tests between the control and irrigation run:
* P \ 0.1
** P \ 0.01
*** P \ 0.001
Table 4 Differences between coupled irrigation and control runs averaged over three regions: the United States (25–50N, 50–165W), India
(5–35N, 70–91E), and Eastern China (20–40N, 108–122E); only land points are included
United States India Eastern China
JJA Annual SON Annual JJA Annual
Irrigation amount (km3) 119 [0.125] 201 [0.053] 492 [1.133] 755 [0.433] 135 [0.679] 246 [0.312]
Latent heat flux (W m-2) 3.788 [0.131]
(4.989%)***
1.619 [0.056]
(3.886%)***
0.968 [0.033]
(1.482%)*
1.611 [0.056]
(2.555%)***
0.108 [0.004]
(0.100%)
0.750 [0.026]
(1.194%)*
2-m Air temperature (K) -0.368* -0.226* -0.187* -0.202* -0.270* -0.222*
2-m Air temperature, daily max (K) -0.482* -0.286* -0.281** -0.294* -0.492* -0.351**
2-m Air temperature, daily min (K) -0.211* -0.153 -0.114 -0.120 -0.066 -0.125
Bracketed numbers for irrigation and latent heat fluxes give equivalent values in mm day-1, averaged over the region. Numbers in parentheses
give percent changes relative to the control run
Significance values for t tests between the control and irrigation run:
* P \ 0.1
** P \ 0.01
*** P \ 0.001
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We also tested the model’s sensitivity to the timing of
irrigation using two additional offline runs, O-IRRIGMidnight
and O-IRRIGNoon (Table 1). Neither pulse irrigation
scenario led to very large differences from the standard
irrigation run. When averaged globally, the timing of
irrigation only had about a 1% effect on DLE and DTG
(Table 5). Although small, these differences were statisti-
cally significant because of the low internal variability in
these offline runs (paired t test on the global, annual
averages: P \ 10-3 for all comparisons shown) (Table 5).
Table 5 Globally and annually-averaged changes in select variables in a set of offline sensitivity analyses (see Table 1 for definitions of the
runs)
O-IRRIG O-IRRIG1Soil O-IRRIGMidnight O-IRRIGNoon
Irrigated area (km2) 1.35 9 107 8.88 9 107 1.35 9 107 1.35 9 107
Latent Heat Flux (W m-2) 0.3597 0.6017** 0.3562** 0.3650**
Ground Evaporation (W m-2) 0.3364 0.5656** 0.3322** 0.3411**
Canopy Transpiration (W m-2) 0.02587 0.03841* 0.02654** 0.02628*
Ground Temperature (K) -0.01904 -0.03021** -0.01883** -0.01920**
Values are expressed as the difference between the given run and a comparable control run, with the same soil column configuration but no
irrigation. Irrigation volume was approximately the same for all runs
Significance values for paired t tests between the standard irrigation run (O-IRRIG) and each of the other runs:
* P \ 10-3
** P \ 10-6
Fig. 4 As in Fig. 3, but for
differences in 2-m air
temperatures due to irrigation
(K)
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Compared to the standard irrigation run, noon irrigation
caused a slight increase in soil evaporation, while midnight
irrigation caused a slight decrease in soil evaporation
(Table 5). As we would expect, noon irrigation leads to
more immediate evaporation before the water can infiltrate
into the soil. The small magnitude of the modeled differ-
ence between noon and midnight irrigation is surprising but
may be partly due to the lack of atmospheric feedbacks in
offline simulations. Also, there may have been a greater
difference if we had allowed for canopy interception of
some of the irrigation water, as with sprinkler irrigation.
4 Discussion
4.1 Comparisons with previous irrigation studies
We are aware of only one other realistic global-scale study
of the effects of irrigation on climate (B04). These authors
used a similar irrigation forcing to ours but a different
model. As in our study, B04 simulated a cooling over many
of the heavily irrigated regions of the world, most notably
the United States and Southeast Asia. The magnitude of
cooling that they simulated in these regions was similar to
that in our study: up to about 0.8 K. However, B04 simu-
lated a warming over some irrigated areas, such as
Southern Europe and parts of India, where we simulated a
cooling. As in the present study, B04 also simulated a
substantial warming over much of the northern high lati-
tudes, although the warming over northern North America
in our study was about twice as large as in theirs. B04
found that irrigation caused an average cooling of about
0.05 K over all land. This global cooling is greater than
what our model simulated. But our overall conclusions
agree with the results of B04: substantial cooling in some
regions—especially the northern sub-tropics and mid-lati-
tudes—is offset by substantial warming in other regions—
especially the northern high latitudes—to yield a near-zero
global average temperature change.
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Fig. 5 Zonal averages over land of the difference in JJA 2-m air
temperature between the irrigated and non-irrigated coupled model
runs (K). The three lines show averages for all land points (dark line),
averages for only those points with JJA irrigation greater than median
JJA irrigation (where the median includes only irrigated points; light
line), and averages for only those land points that are never irrigated
(dashed line). The similarity of the three sets of averages, especially
in the northern mid-latitudes, suggests that much of the cooling effect
of irrigation is due to non-local processes
Fig. 6 As in Fig. 3d, but for differences in JJA total downwelling
radiation (solar plus longwave) due to irrigation (W m-2). Most of
these differences are caused by a change in cloud cover
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Fig. 7 Differences in JJA 2-m air temperature between the irrigated
and non-irrigated coupled model runs, as a function of JJA irrigation
amount. Each point represents one irrigated grid cell. The relationship
is separated into points with precipitation less than the median (red
circles) and points with precipitation greater than the median (blue
squares). The median precipitation is 2.43 mm day-1. Irrigation has a
much greater effect on temperature in dry areas (best-fit line:
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fit line: DT = 0.054 - 0.21 9 Irrigation; R2 = 0.05). Linear
regressions are shown along with 95% confidence intervals
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L06 investigated the effects of ‘‘extreme scenarios’’ of
irrigation and other agricultural management practices
using version 3.0 of CLM coupled to version 3.0 of CAM,
a slightly older version of the model used in this study.
They found a global cooling of 1.3 K, and regional cooling
of up to 8 K due to irrigation. They performed their irri-
gation simply by holding soil moisture constant at
saturation over croplands during the growing season. We
performed a sensitivity test using an irrigation method
similar to theirs and came up with similar global temper-
ature changes. Doing so, however, involved adding nearly
100 times more water to the land surface than is actually
added by irrigation. Despite the much larger cooling in L06
than in the present study, though, many of our results
agreed qualitatively with those of L06. For example, L06
also simulated greater cooling during the day than at night
and a substantial cloud feedback that reinforced the irri-
gation cooling effect.
Thus, the modeled effects of irrigation on climate
depend strongly on the amount of irrigation water applied.
It is important that future irrigation modeling studies report
irrigation volume alongside the effects of irrigation.
A number of regional studies—both modeling and
observational—have found effects of irrigation similar to
those reported here. Scale differences between these stud-
ies and our global study make direct comparison hard, but
it is worth examining whether our results are at least in
general agreement with these regional studies. Haddeland
et al. (2006) simulated an annual irrigation-induced tem-
perature decrease of 0.04 K and a LE increase of 1.2–
1.3 W m-2, averaged over the Colorado and Mekong river
basins. These effects are similar to the average effects we
simulated over all irrigated grid cells (Table 3). Adegoke
et al. (2003) simulated an irrigation-induced temperature
decrease of 0.6 K and a LE increase of 23.7 W m-2 over
Nebraska in July. The areas in our study that exhibited the
greatest cooling in JJA had changes in LE roughly com-
parable to, and changes in near-surface temperatures about
twice as large as, these values (Figs. 3, 4). Similarly,
Kueppers et al. (2007) simulated an August temperature
decrease of 0.38 K over California, in rough agreement
with the JJA temperature changes we simulated in this
region. Thus, the magnitude of changes in LE and tem-
perature that we simulated are broadly consistent with
those simulated by regional modeling studies.
Some studies have also tried to quantify the climatic
effects of irrigation from regional observations. By com-
paring temperature records from irrigated and non-irrigated
areas, Mahmood et al. (2006) and Bonfils and Lobell
(2007) deduced the effect of irrigation on temperature in
Nebraska and California, respectively. Mahmood et al.
(2006) found that irrigation causes a decrease of about 1 K
in mean maximum growing season temperature over
irrigated areas of Nebraska. Bonfils and Lobell (2007)
found a larger effect: a decrease in daily maximum JJA
temperatures of 1.8–3.2 K over irrigated areas of Califor-
nia, and a decrease in daily mean temperatures about two-
thirds as large. Because these two studies considered the
effects of irrigation on small spatial scales, we did not
expect to see such large effects in our study. It is encour-
aging, though, that the greatest temperature decreases that
we saw over individual grid cells are approximately as
large as the small-scale effects of irrigation seen in these
two observational studies. We at least do not seem to be
grossly overestimating the effects of irrigation.
4.2 Comparisons with climate model simulations
of global land cover change
In the past decade, many authors have performed global
simulations of the effect of historical anthropogenic land
cover change—deforestation and the replacement of natu-
ral grasslands with croplands—on climate (e.g., Brovkin
et al. 1999; Govindasamy et al. 2001; Zhao et al. 2001;
Bounoua et al. 2002; Matthews et al. 2004; Betts et al.
2007). These studies have generally considered only the
effects of a change from potential natural vegetation to
present-day vegetation cover, and not the effects of other
aspects of land management. Here we use the results of
these studies to compare the impacts of irrigation with
those of land cover change. This comparison indicates how
changes in land management compare to changes in land
cover in terms of their effects on climate.
We found a very small global-average temperature
change due to irrigation (Table 2), even when we averaged
over only irrigated grid cells (Table 3). Some land cover
change studies showed slightly greater global-average
effects. Brovkin et al. (1999), Govindasamy et al. (2001)
and Matthews et al. (2004), for example, all simulated a
global cooling of a few tenths of a degree. Other land cover
change studies showed global effects that were about as
small as ours (Zhao et al. 2001; Bounoua et al. 2002; Betts
et al. 2007). But in both our study and the above land cover
change studies, these small global averages masked larger
regional changes. The above land cover change studies
tended to find annual cooling effects of up to 0.5–1.0 K on
the scale of a climate model grid cell. Seasonal changes
could be somewhat greater, but were almost always less
than 2 K. These changes are similar to the largest irriga-
tion-induced temperature changes that we simulated
(Fig. 4).
Irrigation and historical land cover change also produce
LE variations that are similar in magnitude. Zhao et al.
(2001) found an annual increase in global LE of
0.36 W m-2; Govindasamy et al. (2001) found an annual
increase in global LE over land of 0.8 W m-2. These
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values are similar to the increase of 0.656 W m-2 that we
found over land due to irrigation. Regional changes in LE
due to land cover change were generally on the order of 5–
10 W m-2 (Zhao et al. 2001; Bounoua et al. 2002), also
similar in magnitude to those we saw due to irrigation
(Table 2, Fig. 3). This and the above results suggest that
the inclusion of land management change in earth system
models is as important as the inclusion of land cover
change.
4.3 Possible sources of error
Most of the LE increase in our model was due to an
increase in ground evaporation, with only 10–15% due to
an increase in canopy transpiration (Table 2). (The increase
in canopy evaporation was much less than the other two
component fluxes, because our irrigation scheme bypassed
canopy interception.) In the control run, ground evapora-
tion and canopy transpiration accounted for roughly equal
proportions of total evapotranspiration. Thus, the extra
water added through irrigation was disproportionately
evaporated, rather than infiltrating into the soil and being
withdrawn later through transpiration. In reality, transpi-
ration should account for much more of the additional LE
from irrigation. Although this error may have been due
partly to the timing of irrigation in the model, in which
irrigation was applied as a small quantity in each time step,
this pattern remained the same even in the pulse irrigation
runs (O-IRRIGMidnight and O-IRRIGNoon: Table 5). It
therefore seems that the CLM model did not respond
appropriately to this additional water. Even though the
partitioning of total LE into evaporation and transpiration
probably does not have a large direct impact on the climate,
this partitioning is very important for predicting the effect
of irrigation on photosynthesis and on the carbon cycle in
general. Therefore, this aspect of CLM should be investi-
gated further.
The fraction of added water that was lost to runoff and
drainage—62%—was also unrealistically high. This loss
rate is reasonable for rice (Guerra et al. 1998), but too high
for other crops. This overestimation of runoff and drainage
meant an underestimation of the change in LE. This, in
turn, probably caused an underestimation of the effects of
irrigation—both the direct evaporative cooling effects and
the indirect effects such as changes in cloud cover.
Our overestimation of runoff and drainage was likely
caused in part by errors in the modeled seasonality of
irrigation in India, eastern China and Southeast Asia. Based
on the timing of maximal crop greenness, we simulated
that most irrigation in this region happened in SON.
Although some irrigation occurred in the dry season
(around October–May), much of it occurred either at the
end of or shortly after the rainy season. Thus, some of this
irrigation water was applied when it was not needed. Doll
and Siebert (2002), who incorporated climatic water deficit
into their modeling of irrigation seasonality, predicted a
greater irrigation demand in this region in DJF and MAM
than is suggested by our results. But their approach is not
ideal for modeling actual irrigation either. Indeed, they are
careful to point out that they are not modeling actual irri-
gation water use, but rather the amount of irrigation that
would be required for optimal crop growth. A lack of
adequate water supplies can force farmers to irrigate below
the biophysically optimal amount. For example, most
wheat in India, which is grown in the dry season, is only
irrigated once or twice per season (Joshi et al. 2007)—
much less than would be predicted by a model of optimal
irrigation. So, although our modeled seasonality of irriga-
tion was probably wrong in some locations, it is not clear
that another method would have been substantially better.
Although we tried to capture the approximate magnitude
of irrigation’s effects on climate, we did not attempt to
design an irrigation algorithm that was realistic in all
respects. First, our aggregation of the irrigation data up to
the resolution of a climate model grid cell meant that we
irrigated over too large an area. If there was irrigation in
any part of a grid cell, then we irrigated the entire crop soil
column in that grid cell. Although we conserved irrigation
volume, this increase in irrigated area probably led to an
overestimation of the effects of irrigation. In the coupled
runs, we irrigated 1.35 9 107 km2 of cropland, or 85% of
all cropland in CLM. In reality, only 18% of global agri-
cultural areas are irrigated (Siebert et al. 2005). Thus, we
irrigated nearly five times too much area. We can estimate
the effect of irrigating over too large an area using the
results from our O-IRRIG1Soil experiment (Table 5). This
experiment showed that spreading the irrigation out by
another factor of six to seven caused a 67% increase in the
LE change due to irrigation. Thus, we expect that cor-
recting for the errors in the coupled runs due to irrigating
nearly all cropland would decrease the modeled effects of
irrigation by 25–50%. Future irrigation modeling should
account for the fraction of each grid cell that is irrigated
(e.g., Siebert et al. 2005).
Second, our irrigation algorithm did not conserve global
water. Conceptually, all of the water added through irri-
gation came from deep aquifers that were outside the
model’s boundary. In reality, of course, irrigation often
diverts water from rivers, and so simply moves water
around rather than adding new water to the climate system.
The main effect of our not removing irrigation water from
rivers is that we overestimated runoff to the oceans. The
climate impacts of this overestimation would mainly be felt
through changes in ocean circulation. Since we used
observed sea surface temperatures, however, these impacts
were nonexistent in our study. In reality, some water is also
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evaporated directly from rivers, and our lack of water
conservation meant that we failed to account for a decrease
in this evaporation flux. CLM does not model river evapo-
ration, but even if it did, this omission would be relatively
unimportant. Evaporation from irrigation is much greater
than that from rivers because of the greater surface area of
the former. Furthermore, in reality, any decreases in the
surface area of rivers caused by water withdrawals are
probably more than compensated by increases in surface
area due to water impoundment for irrigation. We did not
account for water impoundment in the model. Overall, the
lack of water conservation probably has little effect on our
results, although it would be important in a long simulation
with a dynamic ocean model.
Third, the timing of irrigation in our model—the
application of a small amount of water in every time step
throughout the growing season—was not realistic for most
irrigation methods. But our offline sensitivity analyses
showed that, as far as climatic changes are concerned, the
irrigation timing is relatively unimportant (Table 5).
Fourth, our irrigation algorithm treated all agricultural
land as the same. For example, we did not distinguish rice
from other crops. In addition, we did not distinguish
between different forms of irrigation, such as flood irriga-
tion versus sprinkler irrigation. However, in a different set
of simulations (not shown) we found that the climatic
effects of irrigation were relatively insensitive to whether
we applied the water directly to the soil or through the
precipitation stream, the latter allowing for canopy
interception.
Fifth, we used observed LAI in the model, so did not
allow LAI to respond to irrigation, or the lack thereof. In
reality, this indirect effect of irrigation on LAI is important
for both photosynthesis and climate. The LAI observations
used in the model implicitly include the effects of irriga-
tion. Thus, LAI, photosynthesis and transpiration were
probably all too high in irrigated grid cells in the control
run, leading to an underestimation of the effects of
irrigation.
Thus, our irrigation over too large an area and our lack
of water conservation probably led to an overestimation of
the effects of irrigation. On the other hand, our ignoring
water impoundment, our use of observed rather than
dynamic LAI, and the model’s overestimation of runoff
and drainage probably led to an underestimation of irri-
gation’s effects. The most important of these errors are
probably our irrigation over too large an area and the
model’s overestimation of runoff and drainage. These two
errors should cancel each other to some extent on the
global average, but probably led to an underestimation of
irrigation’s effects in India, eastern China and Southeast
Asia, and an overestimation of its effects (by a factor of
two or less) in many other regions.
Finally, many of our results are scale-dependent. Irri-
gated farmland affects its own microclimate much more
than the large-scale results of this study might suggest.
Crop yield depends on this microclimate, not on the
average climate of a large grid cell. Regional studies have
shown larger effects of irrigation over small areas (e.g.,
Bonfils and Lobell 2007; Kueppers et al. 2007); the present
study should not be taken as a refutation of those regional-
scale results. Furthermore, even our large-scale average
results may be resolution-dependent. For example, a proper
treatment of the kilometer-scale heterogeneity of irrigation
might lead to increased precipitation through the genera-
tion of mesoscale circulations (Chen and Avissar 1994).
5 Conclusions
Global patterns of irrigation alter climate significantly in
some large regions of the planet. Cooling effects tend to
be greatest near irrigated areas in the season of heaviest
irrigation, and are generally greater in dry regions. Con-
sequently, irrigation appears to have caused the greatest
cooling in northern mid-latitude regions. The effects are
generally larger during the day than at night. While direct
evaporative cooling is important, at least as much cooling
seems to be caused by indirect effects such as increased
cloud cover. The cooling in some regions, however, is
offset by warming in other regions, predominantly the
northern high latitudes, at least in our model. Dynamical
changes, such as a slight strengthening of the Aleutian
Low, seem primarily responsible for this high-latitude
warming. On the global average, therefore, irrigation has
a negligible effect on the near-surface temperature.
The modeled effects of irrigation depend strongly on
both the volume and area of irrigation. Future modeling
studies that include irrigation should therefore strive to get
both of these values approximately correct. Where this is
not possible, due to limitations of data availability or of the
model, authors should at least report the volume and area
of irrigation, a practice not followed in most irrigation
studies to date. In a different set of simulations (not shown)
we found that using a simple irrigation algorithm that kept
all crops well-watered (similar to irrigation in L06) led to
the application of almost 100 times too much water. This
led to many unrealistic climatic effects. For example, the
increased river runoff and the consequent freshening of the
North Atlantic substantially weakened the ocean model’s
thermohaline circulation.
The large effects of irrigation in some regions show that
changes in land management can be as important for climate
as changes in land cover. These changes in land management
should be given greater attention, both for modeling future
climate and for understanding historical climate trends. For
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instance, Kueppers et al. (2007) and Bonfils and Lobell
(2007) pointed out that in heavily irrigated semi-arid regions
such as California’s Central Valley, the irrigation cooling
effect may be masking global warming. Water availability in
many heavily irrigated regions is expected to decline in the
future, whereas population growth and economic develop-
ment in other regions will lead to increased irrigation
(Vo¨ro¨smarty et al. 2000; Alcamo et al. 2003). It is important
to consider how these irrigation changes will interact with
other future climatic changes.
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